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address Dechneh, Upper Egypt. 

29 Nov. 98.  
 
After our storms we 
had one passably good day before 
we reached Alexandria, where we 
arrived 48 hours late on 24th Nov. 
Next day we went to the Museum. 
I found my permit ready, a simple 
renewal of last year’s. I had a 
long talk with Quibell, Borchardt, 
& von Bissing. The Germans are 
excavating an obelisk temple of Ra 
of Vth dynasty at Abusir. 
 
I went over most of the dealers, & 
got some nice things. A half length 
figure of Horus carved in rock crystal 
of the finest work, about 4 ins high: 
it is as far before usual work in crystal 
as the ebony negress is before usual 
wood carving. Five/<Four> basalt bowls & 
a cylinder jar with rope pattern, all 

with the group [  ] or with only 
the 3 fishes & tank: date probably 1st dyn. 
by the signs & shewing the age of the 
fine thin bowls of basalt. A complete 
iron sword with ivory handle, over 3 ft long 
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probably about VI cent BC. A small 
lazuli sphinx of Ramessu II. An ivory 

cylinder [  ], a black cylinder of 

a priestess of Hathor, [  ], 
& a quantity of scarabs, stone vases, &c. 
 
At last we left Cairo & came up 
by night train, sleeping pretty well 
most of the way. Hilda & I in one 
compartment, & Miss Orme & Miss 
Lawes in another. 
 
At Nagh Hamadi 10½ next morning 
we found Ali & several men over 
to fetch our stores; with our horse, 
a pleasing acquisition by/<but> not quite 
practical without a saddle. Ali 
the master-bargainer bought a 
fine young 4 yrs old beast for 
₤5. After seeing all the baggage off 
on camels & getting some feed we all 
went off on donkeys, & got to our 
huts by 2.45. That afternoon & 
all next day we were straightening 
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up & settling in, putting up shelves &c. 
 
We have dug a well for our own 
use in a little ravine behind the 
house, as the canal was getting 
stagnant & would soon run dry. 
We cut through a bed of fine ash 
earth at about 8 ft down, with 
all the sand burnt red for a 
foot below it, shewing a long 
continued heat; but not any mere 
rubbish or dwelling waste in it. 
I think it is one of the burning 
places where the prehistoric folks 
burnt offerings before putting the 
ashes in the jars in their tombs. 
 
We began on a cemetery close 
before our huts, but found it all 
utterly plundered, only a few poor 
XVIII burials on top of it. Then I 
moved ½ mile south & struck a 
fair prehistoric cemetery. We 
have in 6 days there got out a 
fine quantity of stuff; many clay 
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toys & models quite new to me: [  ] [  ] 
such as a bit of city wall with men 
standing inside looking over it, 
a clay hoe, clay chisel, fine clay 
hippopotamus, clay dolls & animals. [  ] 
 
Many good flint lances [  ] & fine 
hardstone vases. Some good 
slates, mace heads, &c. 
 
The age of this is about the end of 
the fine period before the late 
style: nearly all the slates are 

rhombic [  ] [  ] [  ], but there is not 

one square [  ]. The pottery borders 
on the late forms in some cases, but 
none of it is late. 
 
We have all our old workers about 
us, & the family is as good-humoured 
& pleasant as ever. Hilda has 
been tied up for a few days with 
some fever (from mosquitoes in Cairo) 
& a cold, but is about all right now. 
I have sprained my ancle two or 
three times, but not enough to 
prevent my walking, though I have 
to take care. 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-03b
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-03c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-02c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-03d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-07a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-07b
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Mace & MacIver are both grinding  
hard at cemeteries, one east 
the other west of my work. 
 
Iles is here & is helping me, & a 
very pleasant fellow. Miss Orme 
& Miss Lawes mark pots & skeletons 
& look after the things. So our 
party of seven goes on very smoothly 
so far. We send every other 
day to post as we need a 
steady bread supply for so many. 
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15 Dec. 1898. 

 
The work has gone on steadily in  
the prehistoric cemetery since I 
wrote last. We have found some 
fine flint knives. In one large 
tomb, anciently plundered, was a knife 
8 ins long of fine translucent chalcedony 
like the superb one from Naqada now at 
Oxford, but paler & wider. With it was 
another 11½ ins long & 2½ ins wide, much 
broken up; at first only four large pieces 
were found; but I offered high value for 
chips, and the four men spent a day in 
turning over every grain of earth by 
hand, & so recovered 14 little pieces, 
which made it up complete all but two 
or three tiny chips. I think it is the 
largest knife I have seen. There are 
also of two other knives the greater part 
of each: and more than a dozen flint 
lances. 
 
Many curious toys in clay have been 

found. [  ] [  ] A piece of town wall [  ] 
with two men looking over it; 

on the inside they are standing [  ] 
holding on to the wall. 

Also a toy hoe [  ] [  ] in clay, 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-03b
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-03c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-07d
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& a chisel [  ]. Several figures of 
men, with            the dagger slung 
in front, as on the ivory carvings. 
Some clay animals, lamb, pig, 
hippopotamus &c. [  ] A great quantity 
of clay eggs, painted white, of various 
sizes, pigeon grouse & ostrich. [  ] 
Several ostrich eggs have been 
found, but none engraved. 
 
In one good grave a woman had 
stuck in her hair two pins with 
birds, one comb & pin, & one ivory 
spoon; also a line of beads around 
the head. I succeeded in photographing 
the ivories in place & two or three 
of the beads. [  ] [  ] 
 
The pottery, slate palettes, & beads, are 
nearly all what we know already 
from Naqada; but by having 
three or four small detached 
cemeteries I hope to be able to 
separate the styles of several different 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-06d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-02d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-02a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-02b
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periods, better than before, & so 
distinguish perhaps half a dozen 
successive stages of the prehistoric. 
 
We went off last market-day to the 
xxx[?] cliffs, but after going five miles 
my foot twisted & I had to come 
back, & Hilda & B.O. with me. 
I unfortunately wrenched my ancle 
badly in a hole in the pavement 
one night in Cairo, & have now had 
it twist three times since, which is 
very troublesome. To save it I now 
use the horse over the short 
distance to work; & it will be 
some weeks I fear before it is 
strong enough to avoid all risk of 
twisting again. 
 
Girghis the dealer was over here yesterday 
with a cargo, of which I bought most, 
including some 12₤ worth for 
Cambridge, for which I have a 
commission to buy a good deal. 
I got three more stone bowls from 
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the same tomb (1st dynasty?)as those 

before, with [  ]. I hear that they 
are from a fine new site opposite 
Esneh, now being plundered. Of 
course we should not be allowed to 
go & work there without long 
formality, half to government, &c; 
but a plunderer may do anything. 
Many more fine stone bowls & vases 
show how much is being looted at 
present. 
 
Our party goes on very fairly, everyone 
is well now, after sundry small 
ailments. MacIver & Mace are 
very active over their cemeteries, 
& Iles helps me on my larger 
gang. Hilda & B.O. do identifying 
pottery in the Naqada plates (by which 
we register everything), & marking 
all the things; & Miss Lawes does 
drawing, &c. I expect we shall 
finish here in Jany, & go on to 
live at Hou for that cemetery & 
temple. 
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Abadiyeh. 23 Dec 1898.  

 
This week 
has brought us near the close of our 
work here. The prehistoric cemetery 
that I was on has ended altogether, and 
I stopped off half my men until we 
move to Hou. It so happened that 
there was a little breeze among them, 
for which this stoppage was opportune. 
They were on day work – not piece – 
& got rather lazy when the cemetery 
was nearly done. I stayed in one 
morning as I had re-sprained my ancle; 
Ali tried to stir them up as they were 
slack, & they resented it. One of the 
oldest who was rather at feud with  
Ali organised them, & ¾ of them all 
stopped work & marched up to the house 
to demand whether Ali was their master 
or me. I know he is too fervent, & 
likes spurring up folks, but yet they 
needed it. So I said they were under 
me, & he had nothing to do with their 
work, & enquired why they had left it. 
Whereat they all trooped back again. 
The net result was that Ali was at 
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once moved on, with those who had 
remained at work, & put on to the 
one fat place I had waiting; the 
other men were put onto some stiff 
piece work without any bakhshish, 
the boys were split from them, & 
next day half the party were dismissed 
for a fortnight to await our moving 
to wider ground at Hou. I do not 
think they will fuss again. Luckily the 
circumstances all enabled me to make 
these changes with good reason, & it 
was only a matter of selection to show 
them what I thought of it. 
 
The place I am now finishing is a 
group of two big mastabas with 
pit tombs around them. The style of 
building is like the VIth at Dendereh, & 

a name Adi [  ] has turned up. [  ] 
One mastaba had all the carved stone 
smashed & removed in Roman time. 
But we recovered a piece of an 
entirely new architectural feature, 
a cornice representing projecting poles 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-11b
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[  ] 
(vertical wall face) 
 
This cornice ran all along the 

recess of the doorway           [  ] 
as we know by the number 
of hemicylinder pieces 
knocked off in retrimming 
the stones. The poles were just a palm 
each in width (3 inches). [  ] 
 
The funeral chamber of this mastaba 
is lined with fine stone, but we have 
not yet quite cleared it. It was 
all plundered anciently; & about ten 
feet depth of its well was entirely 
filled with loose bones & skulls of 
a pile of reburials of the XVIIIth dyn. 
At the bottom of the well was a 
hyaena skull. 
 
The pit tombs around it are mostly 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-11a
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yet untouched: but the burials are 
not rich. The best things are in 
womens tombs, a mirror & two 
or three strings of beads (small). Yet 
as being VIth dyn they are well worth 
having. In one tomb were model 
objects of the funeral ceremonies, 
like those in the tombs of Mena & 
Mera at Dendereh. Two crescent  

knives [  ] of fanciful openwork 

[  ] very elaborate of strips of 

           copper & wavy wire [  ] 

with them model ewer [  ] & basin [  ] 

& four dishes [  ], all little things 
of sheet copper. [  ] 
 
Mace has nearly finished all the ground 
east of this, finding prehistoric 
cemeteries. MacIver has done all 
out to 3 miles on the way to Hou, 
& is now in the thick of another 
prehistoric cemetery. I expect next 
week to close here, move to Hou, 
leaving Mace to pack up, & begin 
work myself at Hou. Sayce called 
here, & thinks that a good site to work. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-11d
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We have been amused by the farce 
of the Kadi & the Turkey. 
 
A man of Kuft named Hussein Osman 
is our best man & most trusty workman 
next to Ali: and he was sent to 
market one day at the village of 
Wakf near by. There he bought 
five turkeys for our weekly portion. 
As he was carrying them away, with 
a boy, the Kadi of the village came 
by, & eyeing five turkeys in the 
hands of a stranger determined to have 
one. So he went to Hussein & 
claimed two of them as having been 
stolen from himself. They disputed, 
& then went with the village guards to 
the Omdeh, or chief shekh. The Omdeh 
told the Kadi he could not claim to 
know his turkeys from all others. But 
the Kadi insisted they were his, & 
at last said “Let them be sent to 
my house, because my wife will 
know if they are mine”. So the 
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Kadi led Husseun & the turkeys to 
his house. Once inside, he said 
“I shall keep one of these turkeys but 
you may have the other”, Hussein 
protested that <he> had paid for all the 
turkeys. “Oh son of a dog, – said the Kadi 
– get out of this place, or I will accuse 
you of having stolen them from me” 
Finding words were of no use Hussein 
left with his four turkeys, & had to 
let the Kadi keep the fifth. 
 
That evening the Kadi feasted on the 
turkey, – the dearest dinner probably 
that he ever ate. 
 
In two days I sent to Dechna, 
& wrote to the chief of police, 
complaining of the theft. The next 
evening the chief of police called here. 
He is a very intelligent & polite 
man; heard all our story, from me 
& afterwards from Hussein Osman, 
whom he carefully cross questioned. 
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He desired to know whether I wanted 
to press the matter legally, or only to 
be compensated. I knew that the 
police being in the matter would make 
plenty of trouble for the peccant 
party, so I only desired my 14 piastres 
for the turkey. 
 
The next morning arrives a fine 
fat turkey from the Kadi, with a 
request for a receipt for it to 
prove its delivery. 
 
Next time that Kadi sees a 
strange man with five turkeys 
in the market he will look another 
way, & remember a certain 
dinner that cost him a police 
visit & sundry recriminations 
from his o/<O>mdeh. 
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[This page is by Hilda Petrie.] 

 
Please forward to 
 
                         Mrs M R Peters 12 St Margaret’s Road. Oxford. 
                         F. L. Griffith Esq. Riversvale, Ashton-u-Lyne 
                         W. Petrie Esq 30 Crescent Road, Bromley. 
                         Rev. J. B. Ore, Angmering Rectory, Worthing. 
rd 9.1.99 
sent. 9.1.99   F. C. J. Spurrell Esq Bessingham, Hanworth,  
                                                                                                Norwich. 
                         Mrs Hope-Pinker, Southam, West Hoathly,  
                                                                  East Grinstead. 
II.i 
II.i                     Dr. J. H. Walker. 55 Fitzroy Road, Regent’s Park  
                                                                                                             NW 
                          Mrs Haworth. Woodside. Bowdon, Altrincham. 
                          Miʃs Harvey. Mousehill. Milford. Godalming 
                          Rev. J. N. Hoare. St. John’s Keswick. 
                          Miʃs Brooke 11 Herbert St. Dublin 
                          Miʃs Buckton 128 Archway Road. Highgate. N. 
                          Miʃs Linden 3 Versailles Road, Anerley SE 
                          A. L. Lewis Esq. 54 Highbury Hill. N. 
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8 Jan. 1899  

 
This is a fortnights journal 
as there was so little to say last week. 
At Abadiyeh I finished the prehistoric 
cemetery, & also the small patch of the 
VIth dynasty. The two large mastabas 
of the VIth had both been plundered, & 
reused for a large mass of mixed 
bones of the XVIIIth dyn. From one 
well alone we took about 100 perfect 
skulls, beside many others broken up; the 
bones were all loose & mingled. 
With these were many ox bones, an ibex 
head with five horns, & a horse’s head 
complete. This last is valuable, as the 
only early historic horse skull from 
Egypt. 
 
Having finished all the digging there, I 
went on cataloguing all the slates, stone 
vases & beads, & then packed all the 
small things. We had a carpenter 
over to make boxes , estimated at 
65 for pottery &c, & 25 for skeletons. 
Having done the small stuff & got all 
else in train I then left Abadiyeh, 
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Hilda going with me, & Miss Lawes & 
B.O. following two days later. 
Mace & MacIver stayed on to pack 
the pottery &c, & to measure all  
the skeletons. Iles left to go on with 
his travelling about the country. 
 
I had gone over a few days before 
to Hou, & arranged the plan of 
our house there against the E. 
wall of the temple on the desert. 
 
The men I left there did the building 
& when Hilda & I arrived the rooms 
were ready. Two days after that 
Mrs Amos came from Cairo for four 
days stay. 
 
At Hou I began on the temple 
enclosure & tombs outside of it. But 
in a few hours we were stopped by the 
guards of the omdeh on the ground that 
they had not received any authorisation 
to let us work. We telegraphed to Cairo, 
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but Brugsch would do nothing but 
send on my messages to Loret. We 
were stuck for 1½ days, & then allowed 
to go on only on sebakhin ground by 
the omdeh. Whenever they tried to 
bully us about the business I 
retorted by worrying them over 
certain heaps of stone which had been 
illegally removed from the ruins. So 
the omdeh wished to be quit of the 
matter. At last due warrant 
was sent by Loret, & we are clear 
to go freely ahead. 
 
The temenos here proved to be 
not before late Ptolemaic, & 
there is no trace of earlier things 
inside. All over the ground beneath 
it is Ptolemaic cemetery. I have 
found the site of two temples in it, one 
of which has many blocks of sculpture 
left in it. There is also a brick 
building of very fine work, which I 
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suspect to be the basilica of the Roman 
camp here; there is even a tall square 
brick pedestal which may have 
been for the imperial statue. That 
the temenous was used as a Roman 
camp or fort is certain, as half round 
bastions have been added to it in 
smaller bricks. 
 

[  ] (Temp / Temple / Basilica? / entrance) 
 
The front wall is 26½ ft thick, without 
the bastions. 
 
The only good finds yet are in a 
vaulted chamber built later on the 
old wall, dating about Antoninus 
Pius, as coins run from that back 
to Nero. In the chamber were small 
bronze busts of Isis & Serapis (base work) [  ] [  ] 
a large plain sardonyx, an opal 
engraved with cupid riding a sea horse, 
& many scraps. In the chamber was a 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-38c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-38d
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well, right through the wall & hill 
down to water. From this came an 
iron sword, a bronze double lamp 
with Medusa-head handle, three massive 
silver bangles, iron keys, &c, &c. [  ] We 
hope to get more from the well in 
a few weeks when the water level is 
lower. 
 
The original Ptolemaic temenos 
was greatly altered. Fires occurred, 
& then <a> fresh lining wall 4 or 5 ft 
thick was built inside it. Chambers 
were cut in the thickness of the wall, 
<&> stairways & cellars were excavated. 
Altogether there are dozens of little 
hiding places to be searched for & 
turned out. Possibly we may get 
a papyrus roll in some of them. 
It is a good period to work for 
papyri, as the occupation does not 
come down to Constantine, but 
seems to have stopped about 250 AD. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-38c
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We are now on market day, after 
having three days over the on the 
temenos-fort. So I hope to be 
able to report a good deal 
more about it after another 
weeks work. 

The cemeteries stretch for miles 
on either hand, but I shall not 
begin them till Mace & MacIver 
come to take the outlying work. 

Send to 
√ Auntie, and then to
√ Maud.
F. L. Griffith Esq. Riversvale, Ashton-u-Lyne. W. 
Petrie Esq 30 Crescent Road. Bromley.
Rev. J. B. Orme. Angmering Rectory. nr Worthing. 
Mrs E. T. Day Rustington Vicarge nr Worthing

recd 25.I.99 / Sent 25.I.99 
F. C. J. Spurrell Esq. Bessingham. Hanworth. Norwich
Mrs Hope-Pinker. 22 Avonmore Road. Kensington

        W. 
        Dr. J. H. Walker 55 Fitzroy Rd. Regents Park 

 N.W. 
        Mrs Haworth. Woodside, Bowdon, Altrincham. 
        Miʃs S. Harvey. Mousehill. Milford. Godalming. 
        Rev. J. N. Hoare St. John’s. Keswick. 
        Miʃs Brooke. 11 Herbert St. Dublin. 
        Miʃs Buckton 128 Archway Road. Highgate. N. 
        Miʃs Linden 3 Versailles Road. Anerley. S.E. 

A. L. Lewis Esq. 54 Highbury Hill. N.

[The lower half of this page is by Hilda Petrie.] 
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17 Jan. 1899  

 
The work here has not 
been worth much this week. We have 
done all that is worth while in the fort.  
The burnt houses in various parts are 
cleared; only one burnt papyrus roll was 
found, & that in the worst condition 
without a single sign legible; a few 
weights & trifles are all that this line 
produced. No light has come on the 
building which I though was a basilica; 
there is no clue to its purpose, but it 
is the finest crude brick building that 
I have seen. Close outside it were 
found 4 blocks for survey marks 
or architect’s foundation points; they 

are roughly made,             [  ] 
intended to be sunk in 
ground; but on the top of 
each is a circl circular 
hollow exactly the same 
size on each (5.40 ins), coloured bright 
red, with two faint lines running 
across it, & a small central hole. 
Nothing could be neater for a survey 
mark, – white stone, red disc, & fine 
cross lines. 
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The paved road from the entrance to of 
the fort runs about half way 
through it, but we cannot go further as 
it would run against a small temple 
of Nerva’s time. It is askew, 

but points to a gate          [  ] 
which is eccentric in the 
back wall. It was 
paved with blocks of limestone, & 

had a stone edging           [  ] 
along the sides, to prevent building 
encroaching on it. The width 
between the edging is 210½ ins. 
 
When we were here a day last 
year Ali picked up some dozens of 

pottery stands [  ] with marks 
scratched in them. I copied them all, 
& have found dozens more. They 
are certainly of Roman age, & 
probably 1st cent A.D. [  ] [  ] The marks 
I suspect to shew the personal 
possession by various soldiers in  
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-36c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-36d
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the fort. If so, were the marks 
casual, or of some know system 
or signary? That none of the 
regular Greek letters were used, not 
any hieroglyphs seemed to shew 
that they were not casual fancy, 
but belonged to some whole system. 
Now we have a bit of pottery with an 
inscription which is clearly in an 
unknown alphabet (possibly Karian) 

[  ]  
 
(Dr Walker, ahoy! 
please show this  
to Prof. Gardner 
if you can 
see him) 
 
The lines of writing & the groups of letters 
are separated by faint lines, as drawn. 
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I do not think the pottery can be older 
than Roman age. So this is probably 
the writing of some legionaries drafted 
from Asia Minor. This will be an 
interesting discovery to work out. 
 
Outside of the fort we are trenching 
the ground to find the XII dyn. <long> pit tombs. 
They have all been plundered anciently, 
but still contain pottery & a few 
alab<a>ster vases, with stray beads. There 
is the regular XIIth pottery, & also what 
I used to consider as early XVIIIth, but 
which seems here to be XIIth. I am 
looking close after it, to try & clear up 
the dating. [for example  ] 
 
Some pit tombs have no chamber, but 
go down about 15 feet, with remains 
of burial in the bottom. One such 
still contained a blue glazed hedgehog 
with black spots, an alabaster fish vase, 
& an alabaster bowl. I hope that we 
may get some good things from 
these tombs when the lucky one 
turns up. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-34a
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26 Jan 1899 

 
We have lately got into 
more promising ground & have 
something to show for it. A pit of XII 
dyn. had one unplundered chamber. It 
was the burial of a girl of 8 or 10. The body 
in a wooden coffin (all gone with white 
ants); on it a necklace of amethyst, with 
silver hawk & small stone amulets. Above 
the head a fish pendent of silver, & another of 
gold beautifully worked. A copper mirror, 
alabaster vase, & limestone globular vase. [  ] 
On the right wrist 3 scarabs, small & fine, 
2 amethyst 1 lazuli. At the head, & along 
side of the coffin, pottery; 14 large globular 
jars, 2 deep pans, & 4 dishes, with dates 
& pigeon bones. 
 
Other things found in plundered tombs <all of XI-XII dyn,> are, – 
double statuette 3½ ins high of a scribe Sent 
& his son, rough but graphic work, on a 
limestone base with steps, rudely 
inscribed in ink. [  ] [  ] A turquoise fish with 
gold head & fins, small fine work. An 
ushabti of brown serpentine, of the same 
armless form as the alabaster one 
from El Kab. [  ] Some fine blue scarabs, 
scroll work. [  ] Several lots of globular blue 
glaze beads. [  ] A rude stel tablet of a 

man, Nekhtyk [  ], which must 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-17a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-19c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-19d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-19b
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-21a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-20c
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be about X–XI dyn I think. [  ] Another 
untouched burial for a small girl was 
half down a XII dyn pit, yet cannot be 
later than XIVth, apparently. It had 
nothing on the neck, but a basket of 
beads in the hand, & a string of small 
silver beads on the body: a pottery rattle 
was above it in the pit. 
 
Later, of the XVIIIth dyn there was an 
untouched burial, with about 3 ft length 
of glazed disc beads, blue & black, lying 
lumped together on the stomach & back; on 
the neck a double string of small gold 
beads, & a long string of white shell beads. 
In another tomb blue & yellow glass beads 
& large discs of shell. 
 
The late Gr tombs have given one or 
two good things. A complete set of gilt 
cartonnage, – head case, body cover, & 
feet, all gilt, for Peduneferhotep son 

of Horuza [  ]: probably 
XXX dyn. [  ] [  ] And of Roman age a very 
fine portrait head in plaster, coloured, 
– the best such that I have seen. I have 
photographed it, & also the skull from 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-18d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-36a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-36b
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it, & shall <thus> shew the skull inside the 
head, illustrating what relation 
features have to bony structure; they 
fit together well. [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] 
 
Two rude buttons were found with a 
pot of XI dyn (?). 
 
A strange class of grave is circular, 
about 3 ft across & 2 deep. They 
contain thin red pottery, like the 
XII dyn pottery of prehistoric style: and 

small blue bands & strips of shell [  ] 
I am inclined to see here Libyan 
invaders of XIV dyn. but they need 
more examination. 
 
Close to the surface was found a head 
of a young king in white marbly limestone, 
head 1½ in, with crown 5 ins high. It is 
of fair work, & brilliantly 
perfect. [  ] [  ] [  ] From the stone & the work 
I incline to think it XXVI–XXX dyn, 
but it might be earlier, I cannot see 
any place for it later. It is a prize. 
How it comes to be far out in the desert, 
on the ground, I cannot imagine. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-37a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-37b
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-37c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-37d
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-38a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-35b
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-35c
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-35d
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It does not seem to have been 
knocked about in the least, so I 
hope there is a chance of our 
finding the body for which we 
are now clearing all round the place. 
Another tablet has turned up, like the 
former one in the <pit> well of the tomb. It 
has wide border lines coloured red, & is fairly 
well cut, but yet rude. Man Hotepaqera, 
wives, Khut & Apu, sons Nekhta & Aqer (?) [  ] 
It cannot be placed in XII dyn by its rudeness 
& absence of names of that age; nor well in 
the XIth as there is no Antef name. 
It seems then probably of Xth or early XIth 
dyn: size 18 x 15 ins. 
 
Many lots of beads are found, mostly 
blue glaze balls, some amethyst & 
garnet. An entirely new form of 

pot comes from a XII dyn tomb, [  ] (3½)   
burnished red-brown face. 
Excepting a unique prehistoric 

pot [  ] found this year, I do not 
remember any handle until XVIII dyn 
& then they are Syrian. So the above 
juglet stands quite alone. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-18c
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8 Feb 1899  

 
I should have sent journal 
earlier, but have been in bed for 
two days with feverish cold on the 
chest, & am not quite lively yet. 
 
More prehistoric things flow in 
from MacIver’s work, several good 
flint knives, &c. Another prehistoric 
cemetery is in sight for Mace. 
My own work has gone on in the 
XII dyn cemetery which now we 
date largely before the XIth. The 
criterion of tomb direction appears to 
be hardly the same here as at Dendereh. 
There the pits were longest N–S until the Xth– 
XIth & then turned E–W. Here the early  
ones, V dyn ?, and others of IX–XI ? are 
all E–W, & the tombs with distinctly 
XII dyn things are N–S. Anyhow we 
have a clear distinction here that 
all the N–S tombs have beads & 
pots clearly of XII dyn; while the 
E–W tombs precede them. 
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But the main interest now centres 
on a class which we call “pan 
graves”. They are circular, & 
only a foot or two deep. The bodies 
are contracted. [  ] [  ] With them are hundreds 
of shell beads, & some small green 
glaze. Also pottery, black & red 
like prehistoric, hand made, & burnished: 
but of forms unknown in prehistoric. 
Nothing Egyptian is found with them, 
& they appear to belong to a later 
branch of the prehistoric Libyans. 
The shell<-beads> are sometimes strung. 
Otherwise stitched onto leather in rows. 

The strips of shell [  ] are also 
found with these (such as I have bought 
much of, the last two years), & I found 
one bit shewing that they were 

lashed together edge to edge [  ] 
forming broad bands 
for wearing. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-01b
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As to the date of these we have found 
at Abadiyeh such pottery mixed with XII 
pottery in one tomb. Here twice over 
some XII pottery over the burials. So 
they seem before XII. And a lid of a 
kohl pot probably of VIth dyn was found 
under one of the bodies so this would 
place them after the Old Kingdom. 
Indeed they must come there or else 
before the present prehistoric, & 
that earlier date would be impossible. 
 
There are some connections in the 
shell beads, the position of the strings 
of beads behind the stomach, & some 
occasional small carnelian beads, all 
which link them to some tombs here 
which I put to VII dyn. by their pottery. 
So though the bulk of the Libyans is 
prehistoric we seem to have come 
back again to our first view as 
regards these pan grave Libyans, 
& to put them VII–X dyn. 
 
The pots are ta reddish black, thin, 
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Handmade, burnished outside, with a 

slight brim, all of this form [  ] 
with the brim often cross-hatched 
with scored lines. [for example  ] 
 
I should connect these with thin bits of 

black pottery with scored lines [  ] 
found at Kahun & at Nubt 
with XII dyn pottery. 
 
From the pottery we have concluded 
now a class of burials with ropes of 
disc beads, black & green glaze, & 

alabaster [  ] pots, to be about VIIth 
dynasty. This carries the dating of the 

ugly squat alabaster [  ] found 
with them. 
 
We had one fine tomb of XII dyn, 
which though plundered contained 8 or 10 
fine necklaces of large blue ball 
beads, haematite, &c, & an ivory doll 
with silver armlets & earrings. [perhaps  ] Our 
main show this year will be in 
necklaces & beads. 
 
Now the men are all off home for  
Beiram, & Hilda, B.O, & I are going 
to Luxor for a few days. 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-22a
http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-20c
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18 Feb 1899.  

 
As Beiram was coming 
near all our men wanted to go home 
for a few days, so I took advantage of 
that to run up to Luxor for a couple 
of days with Hilda & B.O. The first 
day there I was going over the dealers 
& seeing what was left after collectors 
had mostly left. I got a few things; half a 

cylinder of [  ] either Rekhutaui or Sebekhotep I 

with [  ] name …. [  ] & [  ] or 
something like that, (I can’t find it now.); a head 
in red granite probably of prince Khaemuas, 
old & wizen but with side lock; a head in 
quart basalt which seems probably to be an 
enemy from an early door socket; & I got 
a part of another such head in quartz rock 
from Kena: portion of a very fine carnelian 
necklace which was probably interlacing 

[  ] like the high priest of Ptah Sokar. 
           All – or nearly all – the important 

pieces are there, angles of carnelian [  ] 
for the bottoms of the strings, &c, so by 
casting from the beads to fill it up will 
restore considerably. It is probably of 
I–II dyn. 
 
Then we spent a day over at on the west. 
Carter shewed us his restorations at D.B. 
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& we lunched with him; then went on 
to Spiegelberg, who shewed us the 
tomb of Tahuti architect metal worker 
of Hatshepsut. Newberry was unluckily 
at Luxor, & we only met him on the 
river when going back. 
 
Next day I left Luxor, & spent some  
hours at Kena on the way back. I bought 
a quantity of stuff from the dealers there, 
much of it for Cambridge. One very 
lovely early Greek dedication, Vth cent BC, 
perfect in work & condition, on brilliant 
white stone: a large early Mykenaean vase; 
& much of the early things, stobe vases, bows, 
&c, of prehistoric. 
 
Leaving Hilda & B.O. comfortably 
settled for a few days sightseeing, I then 
came back to work. The ground to 
the east for a mile or more, up to 
MacIver’s work, proves quite blank, 
the only tombs being Roman. 
 
So I have nothing left now but a few 
VI–XII pit tombs, & the pan-graves. 
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I think I mentioned the latter before. 
Shallow pan-shaped pits about 2–3 ft 
deep, & 3–4 ft across, with a contracted 
burial. Generally there is but one vase, 

a bowl [  ] or [  ] with cross line 

pattern [  ]. [for example  ] We have now over a 
dozen different datings for them, & all 
agree in putting them about the XIIth 
dynasty. They must be a later 
invasion of Libyans, cousins of the  
prehistoric folk. The pottery is all 
hand made, & except some of the 
regular XII dyn style buried with the 
other kind. We have two or three fine 
bowls 9 ins wide & 6 high, of the thin 
handmade black ware with cross lines. 
<Scraps of> Exactly similar pottery I found at Kahun 
XII dyn, & at Nubt XII dyn. 
 
We have now cleared about 40 of these 
pan graves; in most we find shell 
beads, sometimes small green glazed 
beads, & often armlets of strips of 

shell [  ] bound together with 
                      sinew. 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-27a
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All the sewing of the leather garments 
& bags is done with sinew. The woven 
cloth found was probably traded 
from the Egyptians like the Egyptn 
pottery. <Coils of sinew for sewing are found in the graves.> 
 
These undoubtedly form the discovery 
of the year to us, & open a new 
chapter of the Libyan settlers, probably 
just before Usertesen I’s war with the 
Libyans. 
 
One interesting pit tomb contained 
6 alabaster vases (mostly small) & 4 
sets of beads, probably all X–XI dyn. 
We are getting much here which is 
certainly after VIth, & before XII<th>, dyn 
styles. 
 
A good find was in the pan-grave cemetery. 
All the best things there were buried at the 
edges of the pits & not inside; & there 

we found a polished red vase [  ] [  ] 
of the form of the black ones with 
Vandyke patterns found elsewhere 
of the XII dyn. Also a bit of a 

similar vase with [  ] the regular 
 
 

http://archive.griffith.ox.ac.uk/index.php/petrie-5-3-27c
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vandyke prick patterns. So these link 
up this Libyan XII dyn with the 
apparently Italic black pottery of the 
XIIth, which we have known from the 
Delta & from Kahun. Another 
good thing was a ring-stand of bright 
blue glazed pottery. 
 
It is curious how I find foreigners 
at almost every place I dig in Egypt. 
 
I went for the first time about the 
town of Hou, with Hilda after her 
return. I see a large low area in 
the midst of the mounds which is 
probably the temple site. So we must 
turn on 20 men & see what there is 
there. The lowest part is bare, but 
part of the same region has palm trees 
unluckily. 
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27 Feb 1899  

 
Since the last journal 
I have only worked on pan-graves. Many 
more deposits have been found between 
the graves, mostly with animals’ skulls; 
ox, sheep, goat, & perhaps gazelle, &c. [  ] [  ] [  ] [  ] These 
skulls are all cut flat away at the back, so 
as to be hung up on a wall, & are spotted 
over with finger marks of red & black. [  ] 
They apparently formed the decoration 
of the dwelling, like the Greek bucrania, 
and were taken down at the funeral. In 
one gr/<pit> were about 140 goat skulls, beside 
some oxen & sheep <all painted>. Altogether we have 
made notes on about 80 graves & deposits, 
beside several which single objects which 
are not numbered. Everything, so far, has 
been of the XIIth dynasty that is found 
with the pan-grave pottery. One blue 
marble kohl pot passes into browny-white 
limestone, suggesting that this marble 
is due to metamorphism of the Eocene 
limestone, perhaps at the basalt dykes 
in mid & lower Egypt. 
  

Some small quadrangular dishes [  ] 
are found, really bowls 
lopped away on 4 sides; they are of the 
usual black pottery of the pan-graves, 
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& have tree patterns up the sides, 
within, & basket-work without. These 
have opened my eyes to see in the 
thick dishes of Kahun with incised 
patterns the descent of Libyan incised 
pottery; certainly those dishes are 
not connected to anything Egyptian 
in origin. 
 
I tried to work on the old temple site (as 
I suppose) in the mounds of Hu. But 
as soon as I began a man came 
forward claiming the ground as private 
property. I made him delimit his 
claim, & he professes that nearly  
all the mounds are private. This is 
quite unusual, & on further enquiry 
they profess that only two most 
useless pieces here (altogether only about 
3 acres belong to government. This 
I do not believe, & a son of a former 
village shekh told us that it is not 
true. So I wrote to the Mudir at 
Kena enquiring how much land was 
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registered to the government here, & 
how much to the man who makes 
so large a claim. Instead of answering 
he ordered the police at Nagh Hamadi 
to make enquiries, & they are now 
making the claimant state his case to 
them. I do not suppose anything can 
come of that. But I shall report 
the matter in Cairo, & hope a surveyor 
will be sent to look into the land 
register. Meanwhile I can do nothing 
this season; but perhaps we might 
clear the site at the end of next 
season, earlier it is impossible 
owing o the Nile water. 
 
As my ground is about done, & I can 
do nothing on the temple, I intend to 
go off in a day or two on a tent trip 
with Hilda to look over the next 
20 or 30 miles of desert before next 
year’s work, & then it will be 
getting hot & we shall move 
off. We reckon now on leaving 
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here March 9th, leave Alex 14th, be 
in Rome about 17th–20th (address Hotel 
du Capitol), & then have a week 
or ten days on the Etruscan hill 
cities. Thus I hope to be back on 
Easter Tuesday, & probably Hilda 
& B.O. will stay on a week or so 
longer in Florence, but I cannot 
spare time for that with all I have 
waiting in England. I fixed a lecture 
the other day for the Regent’s Park 
College on 26 April. 
 
Girghis came again lately & I felt 
bound to take some more good things, 
fine prehistoric stone vases, (one with 
gold top) & six more good flint 
knives, &c. He had about 10 or 12 very 
long daggers, but nothing to date 
them, so I did not offer enough to 
get any. In packing up I looked again 
at that ½ cylinder I got at Luxor, & 
it seems to be of Ra-khu-taui, as his name 

fits the founder of a dynasty, [  ] 
“again establishing the life of years”. 
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On 2 March 1899 Hilda & I went off on 
a tenting trip westward; we riding the  
horse & a donkey, Ali on another donkey, 
& a camel with baggage. We went along 
the edge of the desert hunting out the  
cemeteries, spending two days in reaching 
Abydos. We found at one cemetery 
the Museum guard who offered to dig 
some tombs, in order to sell me the 
contents. A few limes further on we 
disturbed three men digging a tomb 
of the IVth dyn, while the Museum 
guard of that place stood by. At 
Abydos it was openly said that the 
tombs were dug at night, & that the 
small objects from Amelineau’s work 
were all divided between the reis, 
the inspector, & the shekh. The whole 
region is actively pillaged, open tombs 
showing everywhere. And it is no 
better when officially worked; – we 
passed the cemetery of th El ’Amrah 
which was cleared by De Morgan. 
It was all raked by men under a 
mature reis without any supervision 
or record, & the only results are a few 
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dozen sketches in De Morgan’s book. 
Yet this was an immense cemetery 
about a mile across, in which 
thousands of graves have been 
attacked. Hardly any were really 
cleared out, only irregular holes 
dug somewhere within each grave, 
& some of the contents pulled out. The 
whole place has been sacrificed to 
the grossest carelessness; not a 
tenth of the objects secured, & no 
notice taken of the pottery. In fact 
at the Ghizeh Museum there is no 
approach to a decent set of the 
prehistoric pottery, though a hundred 
graves in any cemetery would give  
a fair series. 
 
At Abydos we spent one day, mainly 
going over the great temples there. 
I also looked sufficiently into the 
prospects of future work to see how 
much remains to be done, – some 
years work yet, I should say. 
 
We purposely avoided going over 
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Amelineau’s sites, & avoided a 
recognition when we chanced to meet  
him, as I could not accept his 
information while intending to secure 
the site for my own work. He learned 
afterward that we had been there, 
and wrote fervently desiring to have 
been hospitable, &c; to which I replied 
politely. 
 
I saw some of the Greek tombs 
which he had unsuccessfully attempted 
this year. The work is very half- 
hearted, & has been abandoned so 
soon as it was heavy & not immediately 
fruitful. It With steady work, & 
a resolution to take a dozen blanks 
in search of a big prize, I have no 
doubt that there are great results 
still to be obtained from Abydos. 
I say nothing of detail here, as I do 
not know whether we shall be  
allowed to work; but half a dozen 
parts of the place would each be a 
finer prospect than any site I have 
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had since Thebes. 
 
As the high desert is close behind 
Abydos – only 2 miles, or so – & we had not 
had any desert hunting since this 
year, we went up on the top for 
a day, & brought down many 
dozen Palaeolithic flints, but nothing 
very good. My prizes were two 

splendid large [  ] flints which I 
picked up under my donkey’s feet 
in the low valleys by the cultivation. 
One of these proves that the Nile had 
gone down during palaeo times to 
the present level, or nearly so, as this 
is chipped from a Nile-gravel flint. 
I found on the high plateau, within 
50 ft of the top, at 1000 ft or more 
above Nile, large masses of river 
gravels, of the Nile before it had 
cut down the present valley 1000 
ft & more in the limestone rock. 
These high gravels were stained brown 
like the other flints of the high plateau. 
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After our return to Hu, we spent 
two days packing & finishing plans, etc. 
Then Hilda, <del>B.O., Mis</del> & I left for 
Cairo, B.O. & Miss Lawes following 
two days later. MacIver & Mace 
were left to finish out a cemetery 
& to pack up. After I left Mace 
found a splendid bronze dagger, 
with ivory handle & silver rosettes, 

with the name of [  ]?, certainly 

a XIV dyn king though [  ] is not 
clear. He also found pottery between 
the XII & XVIII forms, so he seems 
to have struck a XIV–XVI dynasty 
cemetery. This is valuable, & I was 
inclined to go back; but as he fully 
saw the value of it, & MacIver was 
there to help, I did not think it 
worth losing passages & altering plans. 
In Cairo I went & had a long talk with 
Capt. Lyons, as Sir Wm Gastin was 
away (these being the English members 
of the Antiquities Comee). He urgently 
desired me to make a formal report 
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about the plundering, & advised me 
to send in the formal application 
for Abydos at once. As Sir Ed 
Thompson had already written to 
Sir W. Garstin informally asking for 
Abydos I felt quite at liberty to 
act formally without waiting 
for the Comee in London to apply. 
So I sent in the application in duplicate, 
to Loret & to Garstin: also the 
report on plundering to Garstin. 
Hilda B.O. & I went to Saqqara & 
saw Davies. He has a big work in 
Ptah hotep, & I urged him to stick to 
it although it would fill his 
season. We saw Loret’s work in the 
distance. He has spent much there, & 
not found anything except a Greek 
sculptured tomb. He boasted at the 
Cairo Institute of having discovered 
the finest statue in Egypt; – I saw 
it at Ghizeh Mus. a third rate late 
Ptolemaic or early Roman figure, 
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worth perhaps ₤20 at most. Everyone 
laughs about it. 
 
We also spent a day at Ghizeh Mus. 
where all the catalogue staff were 
very friendly, & Quibell spent 
most of the day shewing me details. 
He is cataloguing the Mena tomb 
things, & so I could handle & 
examine them fully, & made notes 
of the pottery & stone vases in detail 
so as to use them as a fixed point 
to divide in at classifying other 
specimens. Quibell, though influenced 
somewhat by his surroundings, is  
most cordial & helpful in everything 
that I wanted: at last we have one 
of the staff there who is what I have  
long waited, – a friend who can give 
the facilities that we want need 
in information & inspection of things. 
 
At Alexandria we had to wait a night 
owing to the steamer not being in; so 
we did not leave till 15 March, & 
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reached Naples on 18th, after a good 
voyage. The 2nd class in the “Regina 
Margherita” is excellent, & not crowded. 
H. & B.O. had a cabin to themselves. 
The cleanliness & good service is 
far above anything on the Messageries. 
 
At Naples we went straight on to Rome, 
& there found Mrs Urlin & Ethel 
at our hotel, & settled in with them. 
 
The last four days have been 
spent going about with more or less 
of our party; sometimes altogether, as a 
long drive up the Appian Way; sometimes 
with Hilda & B.O., as a day at Hadrian’s 
Villa at Tivoli. I want to use a  
fortnight in Italy to break the 
change to the cold, & hope to see half 
a dozen of the Etrurian hill cites on 
the way & so get back to London 
by April 4th. We are all fairly well, 
& putting up with the cold passably. 
  
 


